Abstract. Elliptic curve cryptosystems have attracted much attention in recent years and one of major interests in ECC is to develop fast algorithms for elliptic curve arithmetic. In this paper we present various improvement techniques for eld arithmetic in GF(p n )(p a prime), in particular, fast eld multiplication and inversion algorithms, and provide our implementation results on Pentium II and Alpha 21164 microprocessors.
Introduction
Elliptic curve cryptosystems, rst introduced by Koblitz 10] and Miller 19] , have been investigated by many other researchers in recent years. In particular, much research has been conducted on fast algorithms and implementation techniques of elliptic curve arithmetic over various nite elds 12, 22, 24, 23, 8, 7, 2, 9] .
Since elliptic curve groups can provide a higher level of security with smaller key sizes, there is increasing interest also in the industry and thus a lot of active standardization processes are going on, for example, IEEE P1363 26] , ISO/IEC CD 14883-3 and DIS 11770-3, ANSI X.9.62/9.63 27, 28] , etc. Thus we can expect that elliptic curve cryptosystems will be widely used for many security applications in the near future. In this regard, it is also expected that there will be a strong demand on e cient algorithms for fast implementation of elliptic curve cryptosystems.
An elliptic curve over GF(2 n ) is best suited for hardware implementations, but in software an elliptic curve over GF(p n ) is more attractive since better performances can be achieved with a suitable choice of parameters 2]. This paper is devoted to devising and implementing e cient methods for speeding up eld arithmetic in GF(p n ). In particular, we present a fast eld inversion algorithm in GF(p n ), which only requires one sub eld inversion and thus runs signi cantly (more than 2 to 4 times) faster than the extended Euclidean algorithm for most sizes of p interested to us (such as jpj 32 or 64). Using the speedup techniques presented in this paper, we have implemented elliptic curve arithmetic with various choices of eld parameters for GF(p n ). Our implementation shows that scalar multiplication can be performed more than 5 times faster than modular exponentiation with parameters of a comparable security level.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie y summarizes elliptic curve arithmetic in GF(p n ) and Section 3 describes various algorithms and speed-up techniques for eld multiplication and inversion. We then present our implementation results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2 Elliptic Curve Arithmetic in GF(p n )
Elliptic Addition/Doubling in A ne Coordinates
A non-supersingular elliptic curve de ned over a nite eld GF(p n ) is a set of points (x; y) given by the cubic equation 
Elliptic Addition/Doubling in Projective Coordinates
A big disadvantage of a ne representation is that addition/doubling requires a very expensive eld inversion. There is another way to represent elliptic curve points, the so-called (weighted) projective representation, which eliminates the expensive eld inversion at the cost of more eld multiplications. The addition/doubling formulas described here are similar to the ones in the IEEE P1363 Draft 26] .
We will use the following transformation for coordinate conversions:
x = X Z 2 ; y = Y 2Z 3 : So, the a ne coordinates (x; y) should be transformed into the corresponding projective coordinates (X; Y; Z) = (x; 2y; 1). The factor 2 in y is included here to eliminate the modular division by 2 appearing in the addition formula when using y = Y Z 3 (see A. 10.5 in 26] ). This also reduces the number of eld additions/subtractions required in the doubling formula. Note that the addition/subtraction time in GF(p n ) is not negligible (about 15% of eld multiplication on P6 and Alpha; see Sect.4). The above formulas show that elliptic addition requires 12 multiplications, 4 squarings and 9 additions in GF(p n ) ( Table 1 summarizes the number of eld operations required for addition and doubling in each coordinate, where D e and A e respectively denote elliptic doubling and addition, and I; M; S and A respectively denote eld operations of inversion, multiplication, squaring and addition. The number of squarings in elliptic addition can be reduced by 2 with the special choice of a = ?3. So, for better performances we used a = ?3 in all our implementations. Note that the xed value for a does not much restrict the choice of elliptic curves, since the proportion of elliptic curves that can be rescaled to have a = ?3 is approximately 1/2 or 1/4, depending on the residue of p mod 4, for GF(p n ) (see Appendix A in 26]).
Performance comparison
Which representation of elliptic curve points gives rise to a better performance can be determined by the speed ratio of eld inversion to eld multiplication (I=M). Obviously, arithmetic in projective coordinates with a ne representation of precomputed points (i.e., Z 1 = 1) almost always outperforms arithmetic using pure projective representation (i.e., Z 1 
Elliptic Scalar Multiplication
Elliptic scalar multiplication is to compute kP for a given point P on an elliptic curve and a random integer k (let jkj = l). The best known method for general elliptic scalar multiplication is the sliding window algorithm using addition/subtraction chains 12, 6, 23] . For this, we need to precompute and store odd multiples of P, P i = iP for odd i's less than 2 w , which requires 2 w?1 ? 1 elliptic additions and one elliptic doubling. Note that the precomputation should be done in a ne coordinates for better performances, so we may use Montgomery's simultaneous inversion technique 5, Algorithm 10.3.4] to reduce the number of eld inversions at the cost of more eld multiplications (see also 7] ). In this case, the cost for precomputation is given by wI+ (5 2 
A di erent approach for computing kP was introduced by Montgomery, based on the the observation that the x-coordinate of the sum of two points can be computed only using the x-coordinates of the two points if their di erence is known 20] (see also 1, 17] ). Let k = (2), we can see that the signed window algorithm is asymptotically faster than Montgomery's method. For a typical value of l = 160, we have T W = 4I +1445M and T M = 1463M, so Montgomery's method may be a little bit faster. However, Montgomery's method is not a general algorithm for elliptic scalar multiplication in GF(p n ), since it can't compute the y-coordinate of kP (note however that this is not the case in GF(2 n ); see 17]). Of course, this may not be a problem in many applications, since most elliptic curve variants of key exchange and digital signature schemes only make use of x coordinates (e.g., see 26{28]). We thus use the signed window algorithm for scalar multiplication in this paper. Finally, it is worth noting that there are several advantages in Montgomery's method: it does not require precomputation, which may be desired for implementations in a limited computing environment (e.g., an implementation on low-cost smart cards), addition and doubling can be performed in parallel on multi-processor architectures or in hardware implementation, and the execution time does not depend on the Hamming weight of multipliers, which helps to prevent timing attacks.
On the other hand, we may use an elliptic curve de ned over GF(p) as an elliptic curve over GF(p n ) (let us call such a curve as a sub eld curve). A big advantage of using such a sub eld curve is that elliptic scalar multiplication on a sub eld curve can be substantially speeded up using Frobenius expansion 9,15] (see also 11, 18, 23, 21, 4] ). Though sub eld curves allow much faster implementations and easy parameter generation, we should be careful for security concerns relevant to the special structure (e.g., see 14, 25] ). We do not consider such a special curve in this paper, but for comparison we provide the implementation result from 15] in Sect.4.
Speeding up Field Arithmetic
Optimization of eld arithmetic is much more critical to the overall performance of elliptic scalar multiplication than optimization in group operations. This section describes various algorithms and techniques for speeding up eld multiplication and inversion in GF(p n ).
Field Construction
The performance of eld arithmetic in GF(p n ) (n > 1) heavily depends on the choice of parameters for eld extension (a prime p and an irreducible polynomial f(x)). For fast eld arithmetic in GF(p n ), Bailey and Paar 2] proposed to choose the parameters p, n and f(x) such that p = 2 m ?c with small c and m around a target computer word size and f(x) = x n ? ! with small ! (called an Optimal Extension Field (OEF)).
For further optimization of eld arithmetic, we placed another restriction on the size of p: choose p, whenever possible, so that multiplication results of two jpj-bit numbers can be accumulated as many as possible without over ow in computer's word boundary. Then, with such a p one can reduce the number of reductions mod p required for eld multiplication from n 2 to n. This will result in a substantial improvement in the overall performance, since modular reduction is equally or more expensive than multiplication in typical microprocessors, such as P6 and Alpha, even with the special choice of p,
The eld parameters selected for use in our implementations are summarized in Table 2 
This high-level application of Karatsuba-Ofman's algorithm reduces the number of sub eld multiplications from n 2 = 36 to 3 4 n 2 = 27 at the cost of more sub eld additions. Our implementation shows that this technique is only e ective on Alpha 21164 for n up to 7.
We may apply Karatsuba-Ofman's algorithm once again to polynomial multiplication of degree 3. However, for small n, it is better to use KaratsubaOfman's algorithm at the lowest word level. We can thus reduce the number of sub eld multiplications from 9 to 6 (reduction rate of 2/3). Of course, this low-level Karatsuba-Ofman's algorithm can be applied to polynomial multiplication of any degree n. In this case, it is easy to see that the number of sub eld multiplications required can be reduced to n(n+1) 2 . However, as n becomes larger, the increase in the addition (and memory access) complexity may be larger than the reduction in the multiplication complexity. So, the e ectiveness of this method varies from architecture to architecture, depending on the relative speed of basic operations involved and on the number of general-purpose registers available. For example, our implementation shows that this technique is only useful for n = 2 or 3 on Pentium II and for n up to 7 on Alpha 21164.
On the other hand, we can reduce the number of reductions mod p by accumulating individual product terms, A i B j 's, as many as possible, and then reducing the accumulated sum mod p only once. To see this, let us express C(x) = A(x)B(x) mod f(x), using the identity x n = ! mod f(x), as 
Therefore, with this accumulation-and-then-reduction technique, we can reduce the number of reductions mod p from n 2 to n. We still need n 2 multiplications of jpj-bit integers, assuming ! is very small (typically 2 or 3), so that multiplication by ! can be done by a few additions (this is possible in all our eld constructions, as can be seen in Table 2 ). However, our experiments on P6 and Alpha show that modular reduction is more expensive than multiplication in most interesting elds. (of course, except for large p). So, the above accumulation-and-then-reduction technique actually contributes to the overall performance more than any other optimization technique.
Since C k is at most 2m + dlog 2 (!(n ? 1) + 1)e bits long, we can do modular reduction using at most 2 multiplications by c, as long as dlog 2 (!(n ? 1) + 1)e + 2jcj m, which is the case for most choices of p and f(x). Equation (3) suggests that it is preferable to choose p such that the largest partial product sum, C 0 , do not produce an additional carry in word boundary of a target computer, as in the parameters given in Table 2 . For example, we chose p = 2 Finally, note that eld squaring in GF(p n ) only requires n(n+1) 2 multiplications of jpj-bit numbers, while the number of modular reductions remains the same. Thus, though all optimization techniques described above can be applied equally well to eld squaring, depending on p eld squaring may not be improved as much as expected, compared to eld multiplication.
Field Inversion
Field inversion in GF(p n ) (n > 1) corresponds to computing a multiplicative inverse of a polynomial modulo an irreducible polynomial f(x) of degree n. Inversion in GF(2 n ) can be best performed by the almost inverse algorithm (AIA) 22]. However, the AIA is not e ective at all for polynomial inversion in GF(p n ). Rather, the extended Euclidean algorithm runs a little bit faster. In this section we present fast algorithms for polynomial inversion in GF(p n ) and compare their computational complexity with other known methods in 9,3]. Table 3 and improves it in step-by-step. Let deg(A) be the degree of A(x). Algorithm IE Input: A(x) and f(x) such that deg(A) < n and deg(f) = n. Output: B(x) such that A(x)B(x) = 1 mod f(x).
Variant of Extended Euclidean Algorithm We start with a polynomial version of Extended Euclidean algorithm shown in
1. set B 0; C 1; F f(x) and G A(x). 2 Algorithm IE reduces the degree of the larger out of F(x) and G(x) by at least one in each iteration of step 2. Thus, we need at most 2n ? 2 iterations of step 2 in total. The most time-consuming operation in Algorithm IE is sub eld inversion for most preferable choices of p, which is much slower than even a eld multiplication on Pentium II. So we rst try to reduce the number of sub eld inversions required by using some parallelism in step 2 of Algorithm IE. The idea is to reduce the degree of F(x) or G(x) by two or more at a time as shown in Table 4 .
Algorithm IP Input: A(x) and f(x) such that deg(A) < n and deg(f) = n. Output: B(x) such that A(x)B(x) = 1 mod f(x). In Algorithm IP, each iteration of step 2 reduces the degree of F(x) by at least two by subtracting a suitable multiple of G(x). Thus, the numbers of sub eld inversions and modular reductions are now reduced by half, compared to Algorithm IE, though we need the same number of jpj-bit multiplications. This improvement is crucial to the overall performance in actual implementations, since both sub eld inversion and modular reduction are more expensive than multiplication for most sizes of p interested to us (jpj around 32 or 64). Note that we don't have to compute the rst two highest coe cients of F(x) in step 2-2, since they must be zero. Also note that if j deg(F ) ? deg(G)j is equal to 1 at the begining of step 2, this di erence is maintained throughout the iteration with probability of 1=p. Thus, step 2-3 will not be executed in most cases.
Field Inversion Using Multiplication Since sub eld inversion becomes more and more expensive as the size of p increases, a natural question to ask is how to minimize the number of sub eld inversions in a eld inversion algorithm. Fortunately, we are able to modify Algorithm IE/IP into algorithms requiring only one sub eld inversion at the nal stage. First note that Algorithm IE maintains the following relationships throughout its internal processing:
for some polynomials U(x) and V (x) (not interested to us). Therefore, we can see that these relations still hold even if we multiply both F(x) and B(x) (both G(x) and C(x), respectively) by the same constant. This observation shows that the following eld inversion algorithm actually works, where we only describe the variant of Algorithm IP (A referee kindly pointed out that Algorithm IM can be constructed from algorithms in 13, Sect.4. Algorithm IM requires just one sub eld inversion at the nal step. Comparing steps 2-2 in Algorithm IM and Algorithm IP, one can see that one sub eld inversion in Algorithm IP was replaced with one multiplication by constant in both F(x) and B(x) in Algorithm IM (or equivalently about n jpj-bit multiplications). Consequently, Algorithm IM will be more e cient than Algorithm IP if sub eld inversion is more expensive than n jpj-bit multiplications.
To see how F(x) is updated in step 2, let us suppose that the degrees of the current F(x) and G(x) are d and d?1, respectively. Then, the coe cient update in F(x) and B(x) in step 2 can be described by If the degree of f(x) is 2 or 3, then we can derive simple inversion formulas from Algorithm IM, which will be more e cient than direct execution of Algorithm IM since we can do more intelligent manual optimization. Table 6 . Our experiments on P6 and Alpha microprocessors show that sub eld inversion (not using table lookups) is the most expensive in general, and reduction mod p is more expensive than multiplication of jpj-bit numbers. So, we separately counted the number of jpj-bit multiplications, reductions mod p and inversions mod p.
Note that if we do not di erentiate modular reduction from multiplication, the number of multiplications in the table corresponds to the number of sub eld multiplications.
In Table 6 , we also included the computational complexity of Bailey and Paar's inversion algorithm in GF(p n ). This algorithm computes A(x) ? Since A(x) r = A(x)A(x) r?1 is always an element in GF(p), this algorithm also requires only one sub eld inversion. Furthermore, due to the special form of where H w (x) denotes the Hamming weight of x. In Table 6 , we assumed that general polynomial multiplication of degree n can be done in n 2 multiplications and n modular reductions using the accumulation-then-reduction technique. Note that this algorithm is only useful for a binomial f(x) (thus not general) and that its complexity is higher than Algorithm IM for any n.
There is another eld inversion method using matrix inversion proposed in 9]. The explicit formula for n = 3 given in 9] is almost identical to that of Algorithm IM. However, this algorithm has a computational complexity of O(n 3 ) and is not general either. Algorithm IM seems to be the best algorithm for eld inversion in GF(p n ). It is also general (works equally well with any f(x)), systematic and easy to implement (independent of a speci c form of f(x)).
Implementation and Discussion
We have implemented various eld and elliptic curve arithmetic using the algorithms and techniques presented in Section 3 on two typical microprocessors: Pentium II/266MHz (32-bit P; Windows 98, MSVC 5.0) and Alpha 21164/533MHz (64-bit P; Linux, gcc 2.95).
Timings for Field Arithmetic
To see the relative speed of three inversion algorithms described in Sect.3 in actual implementations, we measured their speed on Pentium II and Alpha 21164, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 Table 8 . Speed of three eld inversion algorithms on Alpha 21164/533MHz (in sec) in these cases. For inversion in GF(p), we used a combination of the binary and integer extended Euclidean algorithms. Tables 9 and 10 show the speed of eld arithmetic for various elds de ned in Table 2 . For comparison, we also included the timings for GF(2 n ). The ratio A=M ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 in GF(p n ), so the addition time in GF(p n ) is not negligible. The column S=M shows that 1S 0:8M on Pentium II. But on Alpha 21164 we have 1S 0:9 for n 7, which would be due to better optimizations in eld multiplication by the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm. The same argument also explains the lower ratio of S=M (1S 0:6M) for n 10, since in this case the number of sub eld multiplications required for squaring is n(n + 1)=2, compared to n 2 for multiplication (note that the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm was applied (e ective) only up to n = 7). The I=M ratio ranges from 7 to 9 for n > 3 on both microprocessors (we used best eld inversion algorithms for each n; see Tables 7 and 8 ). Note that for small n (e.g., n < 7), sub eld inversion takes much more time than eld multiplication (compare SF Inv column with F Mul column), which explains why Algorithm IM runs much faster than Algorithm IE or IP in these cases (in particular, as p increases). Field inversion in GF(p) is extremely expensive compared to multiplication (e.g., about 30 to 40 times slower than modular multiplication). Tables 11 and 12 show the speed of elliptic curve operations on Pentium II and Alpha 21164 microprocessors. The table shows that it is always preferable to use projective coordinates with a ne precomputation as expected from the I=M ratios in Tables 9 and 10 . Obviously, we have the best performance on Pentium II with an elliptic curve over GF (p 5 ) and on Alpha 21164 with an elliptic curve over GF(p 3 ). It is also worth noting that an elliptic curve in GF(p) gives an almost comparable speed to the best in both microprocessors. This is due to the special choice of p such that p = 2 160 ? 2933. Also note that the speed ratio of elliptic doubling to addition is around 0.5 in GF(2 n ) and around 0.75 in GF(p n ).
For comparison, we summarized the timings for elliptic scalar multiplication using Frobenius expansion in Table 13 (from 15] ). The table shows that we can achieve about 2 to 3 times speed-up with sub eld curves. However, when using Field jkj P + P P + Q kP P + P P + Q kP Table 11 . Timings (in sec) for elliptic curve operations on Pentium II 266MHz such a special curve, we should be careful for the security consequence related to the special structure (e.g., see 25]).
Conclusion
We presented various speed-up techniques for eld arithmetic in GF(p n ). The main improvements presented in this paper consist of various optimizations in eld multiplication and inversion and careful choices of eld parameters to speed up eld arithmetic. Since the presented optimization techniques are focused on more primitive eld arithmetic, the performance improvement in practical implementations will be more substantial than with optimizations in elliptic curve arithmetic. We also presented implementation results on two popular microprocessors, Pentium II and Alpha 21164. Field jkj P + P P + Q kP P + P P + Q kP 
